Letter to the Editor: More on Conflict of Interest Disclosure in a Top-Tier Portuguese Medical Journal
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We read with great interest a recent article¹ in this journal regarding conflicts of interest, so many times omitted by authors, in one of the few Portuguese medical journals indexed in PubMed. The cited study was done by a Nephrologist in a Cardiology journal, but many more studies are needed, for sure, across all the other specialties and journals in our country. And not only dealing with researching or the authorship of academic literature, but also and necessarily including physicians who are mostly pure clinicians.

Regarding Psychiatry in Portugal, in particular, we already know that there are some important issues regarding the interactions of physicians with the pharmaceutical industry, especially during specialist training.² In this particular specialty, this kind of relationship raises even more ethical concerns, and some studies suggest that it may also influence the access to information and training,³ with even deeper and longer consequences, in our youngest physicians (and their patients, of course!). These are just a couple of examples that we would like to highlight to our readers. We need indeed more studies like Fonseca’s, in order to clarify any bond or conflicts of interest among our medical researchers and/or practitioners. Otherwise the medical establishment is doomed to face, again and again, the stigma and prejudice from the media (eager for hot topics) and general public opinion (vulnerable to those media).

Last but not the least, we would like to remind every reader that besides the Portuguese ministry of health online public access database⁴ there are also strict rules of interaction with pharmaceutical industry representatives.⁵ We truly believe that both instruments should be part of our routine work, in all the possible settings (clinical, teaching and researching).
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